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Tunable magnetism in layered CoPS3 by pressure and
carrier doping
Yue Gu, Shuqing Zhang and Xiaolong Zou*

ABSTRACT Despite extensive research on recently dis-

covered layered ferromagnetic (FM) materials, their further

development is hampered by the limited number of candidate

materials with desired properties. As a much bigger family,

layered antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials represent ex-

cellent platforms to not only deepen our understanding of

fundamental physics but also push forward high-performance

spintronics applications. Here, by systematic first-principles

calculations, we demonstrate pressure and carrier doping

control of magnetic properties in layered AFM CoPS3, a re-

presentative of transition metal phosphorus trichalcogenides.

In particular, pressure can drive isostructural Mott transition,

in sharp contrast to other transition metal thiophosphates.

Intriguingly, both pressure and carrier doping can realize the

long-sought FM half-metallic states with 100% spin polariza-

tion percentage, which is good for improving the injection and

detection efficiency of spin currents among others. Moreover,

the Mott transition is accompanied by instantaneous spin-

crossover (SCO) in CoPS3, and such cooperative SCO facil-

itates the implementation of fast-response reversible devices,

such as data storage devices, optical displays and sensors. We

further provide an in-depth analysis for the mechanisms of

FM half-metallicity and SCO. Tunable magnetism in layered

AFM materials opens vast opportunities for purposeful device

design with various functionalities.

Keywords: layered magnetic materials, magnetic transition, spin-

crossover, half-metallic, first-principles calculations

INTRODUCTION
Layered magnetic materials have received a lot of research
interest recently, due to their novel fundamental physics
and broad application prospects [1–3]. In 2017, long-
range magnetic order has been discovered in layered
Cr2Ge2Te6 and CrI3 down to monolayer limit, which serve
as ideal systems to study two-dimensional (2D) magnetic

models [4,5]. While Cr2Ge2Te6 is shown to be a two-
dimensional (2D) Heisenberg ferromagnet, monolayer
CrI3 is an Ising ferromagnet, with antiferromagnetic
(AFM) interlayer coupling in bilayers. Later, itinerant
ferromagnetism was observed in Fe3GeTe2, with much
elevated Curie temperature (Tc) [6]. These results have
further ignited the enthusiasm of researchers to ex-
tensively search for other magnetic materials, including
half-metals [7–17], half-semiconductors [18–20], bipolar
magnets [21], etc. [22].
One of the outstanding features of layered magnetic

materials is that their magnetic properties can be feasibly
controlled by a large variety of external stimuli, especially
easy-to-implement mechanical and electrical means. In
CrI3, a pressure about 2 GPa can induce stacking re-
arrangement, leading to an AFM-to-ferromagnetic (FM)
transition [23,24]. Meanwhile, the Tc could be increased
along with the change in magnetocrystalline anisotropy
energy (MAE) [25]. The amount of MAE change in
Cr2Ge2Te6 can even reach 100% under a pressure of
>1 GPa, leading to a switch from uniaxial to easy-plane
anisotropy in magnetization [26]. For Fe3GeTe2, the
compression results in the suppression of both Tc and
magnetic moment, and thus the anomalous Hall con-
ductivity [27,28]. Besides, the application of pressure can
also cause spin-crossover (SCO) [29], which is an inter-
esting magnetic phenomenon where spin states can
change between high-spin (HS) and low-spin (LS) ones.
This magnetic transition has excellent application po-
tential in many aspects, such as fast-response switches
[30,31], data storage devices [32], optical displays [33,34],
and sensors [35].
Electrode gating is another practical and efficient route

for controlling magnetism properties. Since electrostatic
doping can alter the saturation magnetization, coercive
force and Tc in monolayer CrI3 [36], both doping and
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electric field lead to an AFM-FM transition in bilayer CrI3
[36–38]. Bipolar gate-controlled magnetism can also be
realized in Cr2Ge2Te6, through the tuning of Fermi level
and the resulting rebalance of spin-polarized electronic
structure [39]. For Fe3GeTe2, ionic gating can sig-
nificantly raise the Tc to near room-temperature [6].
As a representative family of layered materials, transi-

tion metal phosphorus trichalcogenides MPX3 (M = Fe,
Mn, Co and Ni; X = S and Se) share many intriguing
structural and magnetic phase transition-related phe-
nomena [40,41]. For instance, both experimental and
theoretical studies have shown pressure can change the
stacking sequence and magnetic order of FePS3 [42,43].
Moreover, nearly instantaneous pressure-driven SCO has
been discovered in MPX3 (M = Mn, Fe; X = S, Se) [44,45].
For FePSe3, superconductivity can emerge with a transi-
tion temperature about 3–5 K along with vanishing
magnetic moments, which demonstrates a pursuit for
superconductors in transition-metal-based hexagonal
systems, useful for the understanding in the mechanism
of high-temperature superconductivity [44]. For MnPS3,
an intriguing linear magnetoelectric phase was found,
which originates from the broken time-reversal and
spatial-inversion symmetries in Neel-AFM state [46].
Here, using first-principles calculations, we show that
multiple structural and/or magnetic transitions can be
induced in CoPS3 by applying pressure or carrier doping,
both of which can be easily implemented in experiments.
Under an external pressure about 2 GPa, CoPS3 changes
from AFM bilayer-I (B-I) phase to AFM trilayer-I (T-I)
phase. At about 12 GPa, it changes to FM half-metallic T-
I phase accompanied with a cell volume collapse about
5% and an HS to LS crossover. Further increase of
pressure above 19 GPa leads to FM metallic bilayer-II (B-
II) phase. Also, various magnetic phase transitions hap-
pen under carrier doping. Both electron and hole doping
in monolayer as well as hole doping in bulk CoPS3 can
induce an AFM to half-metallic FM transition. These
results open abundant opportunities for using layered
materials for spintronics devices with easy-to-control
pressure and doping tuning.

METHODS
All simulastions were performed using Vienna ab initio

simulation package (VASP) [47,48]. The exchange-
correlation was described by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof
version of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
[49], and the ion-electron interaction was included using
the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [50]. The
cutoff energy for plane waves was set to 500 eV. The

density functional DFT-D3 method was used to take into
account the Van der Waals interactions [51]. The struc-
tural relaxation was performed till the force of every
atom was smaller than 0.01 eV Å−1, and the energy was
converged to 1×10−5 eV. These settings make the simu-
lated structure closely match those from experiments. The
calculated cell parameters for bulk CoPS3 without ex-
ternal pressure are 5.90 Å×10.24 Å×6.67 Å, while ex-
perimental result is 5.90 Å×10.19 Å×6.60 Å at 160 K [52].
The onsite Coulomb interaction of 3d orbitals of Co was
simulated by the DFT+U method [53] with U for Co set
to 3.3. For B-I and B-II phases, supercells containing 40
atoms were used. While supercells containing 120 atoms
were used for the T-I phase. The spin-orbit coupling was
also considered for their influences on magnetic aniso-
tropy and band structures. Carrier doping was achieved
by changing the number of electrons, and a homogeneous
background charge was introduced to neutralize the
considered systems.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Magnetic states controlled by pressure

The transition metal phosphorus trichalcogenides MPX3

(M = Fe, Mn, Co and Ni; X = S and Se) are layered
compounds with 2D monolayers bound by van der Waals
force. The monolayer is composed of MX6 octahedra
forming a honeycomb lattice, and the center of the
transition metal hexagons is occupied by P-P dimers (see
Fig. S1). For the structures of MPS3, the space group is
C2/m, and the monolayers are stacked with inclined AA
sequence, as indicated by Fig. 1a. While for MPSe3 expect
NiPSe3 with C2/m symmetry, the space group is R3, and
the stacking sequence of monolayers is ABCABC, as
shown in Fig. 1b. In addition to these two phases, ex-
perimental and theoretical studies [42,43] have found
new high-pressure phase in FePX3, which has the similar
intralayer structure but exhibits AA stacking sequence,
shown in Fig. 1c with C2/m space group. Here, we name
these three structures as B-I, T-I, and B-II phases, re-
spectively.
Besides the change of the structural phases, layered

MPX3 often undergo various magnetic order transitions
under pressure. Fig. 2a shows four possible magnetic
orders of transition metal ions in MPX3, including FM
and three AFM orders: Stripy-AFM (sAFM), Neel-AFM
(nAFM), and Zigzag-AFM (zAFM). When the magnetic
moments of transition metal ions in adjacent layers are
coupled antiferromagnetically, four more magnetic orders
emerge, labelled as FMʹ, sAFMʹ, nAFMʹ and zAFMʹ
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Figure 1 Crystal structures for CoPS3. Side (upper panels) and top views (bottom panels) of (a) B-I, (b) T-I and (c) B-II phases.

Figure 2 (a) FM and three AFM orders: Stripy-AFM (sAFM), Neel-AFM (nAFM), and Zigzag-AFM (zAFM). (b) The energy difference of CoPS3 with
different phases as a function of pressure, and the energy of B-I phase is set as zero. Different magnetic orders are indicated by different symbols in the
inset, and only the lowest energy of various magnetic orders is shown for each phase. The dashed lines S1 and S2 correspond to the pressures of SCO
of B-I and T-I phases, respectively. (c) Magnetic moments of Co2+ ions and the cell volume (for a cell with 20 atoms) in ground-state CoPS3 as
functions of pressure.
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(see Fig. S2) with their intralayer magnetic configurations
the same as FM, sAFM, nAFM and zAFM. Based on the
above three structural phases and eight magnetic orders,
we systematically explored the variation of structural and
magnetic phases of CoPS3 under different pressures.
First of all, in the absence of external pressure, the

ground-state phase of CoPS3 is zAFM B-I. Due to the
Co2+ d7 configuration with orbital triplet ground state, the
spin-orbit coupling (SOC) will play a role in its magnetic
interaction, in particular the anistropy. The calculated
energies for zAFM states with the magnetic moment
along different axes show the easy magnetization axis is
along the x direction in the plane (see Table S1), and the
orbital moments of about 0.2 μB also prefer to align in the
x direction. The obtained magnetic ground-state order
and the easy magnetization axis are well consistent with
previous experimental work [52]. However, it should be
noted the energy difference caused by SOC is only about
0.5 meV/atom, which is much less than those arised from
the structural phase transitions discussed below. Mean-
while, the SOC is ineffective in LS states under high
pressure. Therefore, we ignored the SOC effect in the
following calculations on structrual transition, and the
influences of SOC on electronic band structures are
provided in Fig. S3.
Next, in order to study structural phase transition un-

der pressure, the energies of T-I and B-II phases as a
function of pressure are displayed in Fig. 2b, taking the
lowest energy of B-I phase as reference. Here, only the
lowest energy of eight magnetic orders for each phase is
shown, with the detailed variations of energies for eight
magnetic orders for three different structural phases
shown in Fig. S4. The variation of structural phases can
be clearly divided into three stages. First, when the
pressure is low, the ground-state phase remains at zAFM
B-I. At a critical pressure about 2 GPa, the ground-state
changes to zAFMʹ T-I phase. In the range from 2 to
12.5 GPa, the magnetic state of T-I phase undergoes
multiple transitions among zAFM and zAFMʹ, indicating
the delicate competition between FM and AFM interlayer
coupling. Interestingly, at about 12.5 GPa, CoPS3 ex-
periences an AFM to FM transition while the structural
phase keeps at T-I. Then it retains at FM T-I phase until
the pressure reaches about 19 GPa and beyond, where FM
B-II phase becomes the most stable one. It should be
mentioned a high-pressure B-III phase, which has P31m
symmetry and the same stacking sequence as B-II as
observed in FePS3, is always higher in energy than B-II
phase.
Along with the variation of structural and magnetic

phases under different pressures, the magnetic moments
for Co2+ ions also change significantly. As shown in
Fig. 2c, the local magnetic moments of Co2+ ions change
from ~2.5 to ~1 μB at a critical pressure about 12 GPa,
which suggests a transition from HS to LS states, showing
clear SCO phenomenon. The pressure at which SCO
occurs corresponds exactly to where the magnetic order
changes from AFM to FM in the T-I phase. After 12 GPa,
the magnetic moments slowly decrease, and show another
small sudden change from ~1 to ~0.7 μB at 19 GPa, which
corresponds to the phase transition from T-I to B-II
phases. Finally, the magnetic moments slowly decrease to
~0.5 μB. Since the effective ionic radii of HS and LS Co2+

ions are notably different (0.75 Å versus 0.65 Å) [54], the
transition from HS to LS states results in a significant
reduction in Co–S bond lengths and thus the cell para-
meters. Fig. 2c also shows the variation of cell volume of
CoPS3, and there is a small volume collapse of about 5%
from 11.5 to 12 GPa. It is worth noting that for both B-I
and B-II phases, the SCO occurs at about 10 GPa (line S1
in Fig. 2b). Nevertheless, since the T-I phase is the most
stable one in a wide range from 2 to 19 GPa, the overall
SCO appears at about 12 GPa (line S2 in Fig. 2b). In the
range between line S1 and S2, only Co2+ ions of T-I phase
show HS state, which may be the cause of the deep valley
for the energy profile of T-I phase in Fig. 2b. In short,
CoPS3 under pressure undergoes the transition from
AFM B-I to AFM T-I, then to FM T-I and finally to FM
B-II phase with distinctly different magnetic properties.
Some comparison with other MPX3 compounds can be

made. For FePS3, previous work [42,43] shows that its
structure transforms from B-I to B-II phases at about
5 GPa, while the magnetic orders of these two phases are
both zAFM. Differently, in CoPS3, the most stable phase
is the T-I phase in a wide pressure range (about
2–19 GPa), which exhibits the same stacking sequence as
the ground-state phases of MPSe3. In addition, the value
of volume collapse in CoPS3 is much smaller than the
experimental results for FePS3/Se3 (~10%) [44]. It is be-
cause the effective ionic radii of HS and LS Fe2+ ions are
0.78 and 0.61 Å, the difference of which is much larger
than that of Co2+ ions. More importantly, when the
pressure is larger than 12.5 GPa, the CoPS3 in either T-I
or B-II phase is FM, and the magnetic moments of Co2+

ions do not disappear even until 50 GPa. While for FePS3,
the magnetic moments of Fe2+ ions disappear and the
system becomes nonmagnetic when the pressure is larger
than 17 GPa. The much more robust magnetic behaviors
of CoPS3 under high pressure probably originate from the
odd-numbered (seven) of 3d electrons of Co2+ ions in-
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stead of the six 3d electrons of Fe2+. The extra unpaired
electron has important consequences on the electronic
structure, as discussed below.

Electronic structures under different pressures and its

transition mechanism

To see the influences of different structural phases and
magnetic orders on the electronic properties, Fig. 3 shows
typical band structures and projected density of states
(PDOS) for the ground states of CoPS3 under different
pressures. At 0 GPa, CoPS3 is in zAFM B-I phase with a
significant band gap about 1.53 eV, and its energy bands
experiences notable SOC splitting, as shown in Fig. S3a.
For T-I phase under low pressure before the SCO occurs,
it remains an AFM semiconductor with a large band gap.
The band structure for zAFM T-I phase at 10 GPa is
displayed in Fig. 3b showing a band gap about 1.28 eV.
When SCO happens at high pressure, the most stable
phase changes to FM T-I phase in the range from 12.5 to
19 GPa, with a representative band structure at 15 GPa
shown in Fig. 3c. Interestingly, the FM state is half-
metallic with the Fermi level intersecting spin-up bands,
while the bandgap arises for the spin-down bands, giving
rise to 100% spin polarization percentage around the

Fermi level. When the pressure is larger than 19 GPa, the
ground state becomes FM B-II phase with metallic be-
havior. These transition behaviors are distinctly different
from extensively studied FePS3 [43], where the Mott in-
sulator-metal transition in FePS3 happens between B-II
and B-III phases. In contrast, the transition in CoPS3 is
isostructural in T-I phase, which is similar to V0.9PS3 [55].
Based on the above analysis, this continuous transition
among various magnetic states in CoPS3, from AFM
semiconductor to FM half-metal and then to FM metal
during the gradual pressurization process, should bring
more possibilities to its applications.
Among various magnetic states, half metal is a parti-

cularly interesting one, because its high spin polarization
percentage in low energy is advantageous for various
spintronics applications, for example, the enhancement in
the efficiency of the injection and detection of spin cur-
rents. Half-metal gap is a key parameter determining its
robustness, and is defined as the minimum of two energy
differences, EHMG= MIN{E1, E2} with E1 and E2 schema-
tically defined in Fig. 3c. The obtained half-metal gaps of
CoPS3 at 12, 15, 17.5 GPa are 0.63, 0.65 and 0.67 eV,
respectively. These half-metal gaps are much larger
compared with thermal energy at room temperature,

Figure 3 Electronic band structures and projected density of states (PDOS) of ground states under different pressures (a) 0 GPa, zAFM B-I phase; (b)
10 GPa, zAFM T-I phase; (c) 15 Pa, FM T-I phase; (d) 20 GPa, FM B-II phase. Blue and red lines represent spin-up and spin-down channels,
respectively, while solid, dotted and dashed lines represent the PDOS of Co, S and P, respectively.
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guaranteeing the stability of half-metallicity under prac-
tical conditions. We also estimated the Tc of CoPS3 with
FM half-metallicity by mean-field theory (MFT). The
highest Tc can even be higher than 330 K after con-
sidering the overestimation from MFT [9], indicating the
pressure-induced FM half-metallicity can exist above
room temperature (details are shown in Fig. S6 and
Table S5). It should be mentioned, as the pressure is
larger than 12.5 GPa, the interlayer nearest-neighbor Co–
Co distance becomes smaller than the intralayer second-
neighbor distance, shown in Table S2. It facilitates the
semiconductor-metal transition and leads to an en-
hancement of interlayer exchange interaction, the latter of
which suggests the effective dimensionality of exchange
interaction increases significantly. Similar increase in the
effective dimensionality of transport behaviors is ob-
served in V0.9PS3 under high pressure [55]. The intriguing
AFM to FM half-metallic transition could be in principle
studied by refractive magnetic circular dichroism, mag-
neto-optical Kerr effect microscopy, and transport mea-
surement. Combined with structural characterization
techniques, they will provide a wealth of information
about magnetic properties for further investigation.
The emergence of the half-metallic FM state is closely

related to the SCO, and an in-depth understanding of the
SCO in CoPS3 can be obtained by following the variations
of the position and occupancy of five Co2+ 3d orbitals.
Here, we take FM T-I phase as an example. Fig. S5 shows
the schematic CoS6 octahedron along with key structural
parameters, and Table S3 lists the corresponding bond
lengths and angles. The octahedral crystal field splits Co
3d orbitals into double-degenerate high-energy eg levels
(dz

2 and dx
2−y2 and triply-degenerate low-energy t2g levels

(dxy, dyz, and dxz). These two groups of energy levels are
separated by Δo = 10Dq [56], where D = 35Ze

2/4a5 with Ze

and a the charge of each ligand ion and the metal-ligand
distance respectively, and q = (2/105)<r

4> with r the ra-
dial position of 3d electrons. Table S3 shows the bond
lengths in CoS6 octahedron are significantly shortened at
12 GPa, leading to a significant increase of Δo, which in
turn causes the transition from the HS to LS states, fol-
lowing Hund’s rule. Meanwhile, the CoS6 octahedron is
more severely distorted when the pressure reaches
12 GPa, which could lead to further splitting. Never-
theless, the split of orbitals inside eg or t2g level is not
obvious, and can be appropriately regarded as degenerate
orbitals.
When the pressure is near 12 GPa, the schematic PDOS

diagrams of eg and t2g orbitals before and after SCO are
shown in Fig. 4a. For lower pressure case, the spin-up eg

and spin-down t2g orbitals split into bonding and anti-
bonding states due to the metal-ligand interaction, while
spin-down eg and spin-up t2g keep degenerate. When SCO
occurs under higher pressure, the position of spin-up eg
and t2g shifts up notably, as indicated by red symbols in
Fig. 4b. And the position of the spin-down t2g moves
downward significantly, as indicated by blue rhombs.
Consequently, both spin-up and spin-down t2g orbitals
become nearly fully occupied, shown by rhombs in
Fig. 4c, consistent with Hund’s rule-determined electro-
nic configurations under enhanced crystal field splitting.
The remaining one d electron of Co2+ ion occupies the
spin-up eg state, with significant increase of weight in
anti-bonding states transferred from lower bonding
states. Importantly, spin-up eg becomes partially occu-
pied, leading to half-metallic behavior. The Co2+ d7 con-
figuration tends to couple with others ferromagnetically
through Co–S–Co superexchange interaction [9], fol-
lowing the Goodenough-Kanamori rules [57,58]. For
comparison, in 2D transition-metal phosphides with
tetragonal symmetry, the competition between d–d direct
exchange and d–p–d super-exchange mechanisms leads
to FM and AFM couplings in Co2P and Fe2P, respectively
[59]. From Fig. 4b, we can also determine the exchange
splitting for both eg and t2g orbitals, as well as the ligand-
field splitting between eg and t2g. The dramatic change in
the ligand field causes the upward shift of the position of
eg relative to that of t2g (stars in Fig. 4d), while the ex-
change splitting decreases (black symbols), causing the
quenching of magnetic moments, and thus the LS state.

Magnetic states controlled by carrier doping

Besides the application of pressure, carrier doping can
also induce significant change in magnetic properties of
layered CoPS3. Fig. 5 shows the change of energies of
various AFM states relative to FM state under carrier
doping for both monolayer and bulk CoPS3 structures.
For monolayer, CoPS3 maintains its zAFM ground state
under a low amount of carrier doping. However, the
energy of AFM state increases quickly compared to the
FM one, suggesting carrier-induced destabilization of
AFM state. At high carrier concentration, an AFM-FM
transition occurs for electron doping at about 0.045e per
atom and hole doping at about 0.028 h per atom.
Meanwhile, for hole doping, the energy of sAFM relative
to FM reaches the highest point at 0.02 h per atom, and
then gradually decreases as the hole concentration in-
creases. Its value becomes negative at about 0.05 h per
atom, where a phase transition from FM to sAFM occurs.
For electron doping, the relative energy value of zAFM
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decreased to negative again at about 0.06e per atom,
causing the magnetic ground state to change back to
zAFM. The doping range of FM ground state corresponds
approximately to 0.028–0.048 h per atom or 0.045–0.059e
per atom. FM ground state can be achieved in a broader
hole doping range with lower density by hole doping. We
proceed to estimate the Tc in 0.04, 0.03 h and 0.05e per
atom doping cases as about 80, 66 and 204 K, respec-

tively. Moreover, for the monolayer case, the MAE is a
key factor for the stabilization of 2D FM order. Table S4
shows the total energies of doped monolayer FM CoPS3
with its magnetization direction along x, y, and z axes
respectively. It can be found that the easy magnetization
axis always remains in the plane. Interestingly, MAEs in
the hole doping cases are about one order of magnitude
larger than those of electron doping cases. Even for the

Figure 4 (a) Schematic PDOS diagrams of eg and t2g orbitals in CoPS3 from 10 to 13 GPa, red for spin-up and blue for spin-down. (b) The d-band
centers and (c) electronic occupancies below Fermi level of eg and t2g orbitals from 10 to 13 GPa. (d) The energy differences between different d-band
centers in (b). Note the difference for eg/t2g orbitals in different channels represents the exchange splitting, while the different between eg and t2g
orbitals in the same channel is proportional to crystal field splitting.

Figure 5 The variation of energies of different AFM states relative to FM state under carrier doping, for (a) monolayer and (b) bulk CoPS3 structures.
There are two layers of CoPS3 in the bulk cell. The labels with superscript prime indicate magnetic states with AFM interlayer coupling, while those
without prime represent magnetic states with FM interlayer coupling.
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electron doping cases, the MAE about 1–10 meV f.u.−1 is
much larger compared with other 2D magnetic materials,
such as 0.6 meV f.u.−1 in CoGa2Te4 and 0.18 meV f.u.−1 in
MnB [9,60]. The underlying mechanism for such en-
hancement in MAE deserves further investigation.
For bulk CoPS3, we further considered four magnetic

orders with AFM interlayer coupling, i.e., FMʹ, sAFMʹ,
nAFMʹ and zAFMʹ following the same labeling as above
(Fig. S2). Overall, the phase transition shares similar
characteristics as monolayer case. For hole doping,
magnetic states with different interlayer couplings but the
same intralayer spin configuration has similar energies,
except that FMʹ is much higher in energy than the FM
one in most range. The change of magnetic ground state
of bulk CoPS3 with hole doping also shows a transition
from zAFM to FM to sAFM, and the two critical con-
centrations are about 0.027 and 0.053 h per atom, re-
spectively. On the other hand, for electron doping, the
relative energy of zAFM state increases monotonously
with increasing doping concentration and becomes po-
sitive at about 0.055e per atom. Meanwhile, the energy of
zAFMʹ decreases monotonously starting from about 0.02e
per atom, and becomes lower than zAFM at about 0.05e
per atom as new ground state. Compared with monolayer
CoPS3, the FM ground state of bulk CoPS3 can only occur
under hole doping, but its corresponding hole con-
centration range (0.027–0.053 h per atom) is slightly
wider than that of monolayer (0.028–0.048 h per atom).
The critical carrier concentrations for realizing AFM-to-
FM transition are comparable to those reported for
monolayer MnPSe3 (0.011e / 0.013 h per atom) [10].
Interestingly, the FM state is also half-metallic (shown in
Fig. S7), opening new possibilities for gate or doping
controlled magnetic transition. The estimated Tc for hole-
doped bulk CoPS3 are about 119, 85 and 47 K at 0.05, 0.04
and 0.03 h per atom, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we predicted CoPS3 could exhibit various
structural and/or magnetic phase transitions through
applying pressure or carrier doping. Under increasing
pressure, the system undergoes phase transition from
AFM B-I to AFM T-I, then to FM T-I and finally to FM
B-II phase, accompanied by SCO behavior at about
12 GPa. When pressure is larger than about 12.5 GPa, FM
CoPS3 exhibits metallic properties. Especially in the range
from 12.5 to 19 GPa, FM T-I phase exhibits half-metallic
behaviors. Similarly, carrier doping can induce various
magnetic transition. Importantly, both electron and hole
doping in monolayer CoPS3 as well as hole doping in bulk

CoPS3 can result in an AFM to half-metallic FM transi-
tion. The range of doping concentration for realizing FM
ground state in monolayer CoPS3 is about 0.028–0.048 h
or 0.045–0.059e per atom, while that for hole doping in
bulk CoPS3 is about 0.027–0.053 h per atom, all of which
are achievable under experimental conditions. The pre-
dicted multiple structural and magnetic phase transition,
FM (half-)metallic states, and SCO behavior in layered
CoPS3 suggest its great potentials for diverse new-
generation spintronics applications.
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层状CoPS3中磁性的压力与载流子掺杂可控调节
顾越, 张树清, 邹小龙*

摘要 最近发现的层状铁磁材料吸引了研究者的广泛兴趣, 但是其
有限的数量严重阻碍了进一步的发展. 作为一个更大的家族, 层状
反铁磁材料为加深对基本磁性物理的理解和推动高性能自旋电子
学的应用提供了一个出色的平台. 本文中, 我们选取了过渡金属磷
三硫族化合物中代表性的反铁磁CoPS3材料, 并通过系统的第一性
原理计算证实压力或载流子掺杂可有效调控它的磁性. 特别地, 压
力可以驱动其同构的Mott相变, 这与其他过渡金属磷三硫族化合
物形成了鲜明的对比. 有趣的是, 压力和载流子掺杂都可以实现具
有100%自旋极化率的铁磁半金属态, 研究人员长期寻求的这种特
殊铁磁态有助于提高自旋电流的注入和检测效率. 此外, Mott相变
伴随着CoPS3中的瞬时自旋交叉, 这样的协同自旋交叉有利于实现
快速响应的可逆电子设备, 如数据存储设备、光学显示器和传感
器等. 我们还进一步对铁磁半金属性及自旋交叉的机理进行了深
入的分析. 本文所预测的CoPS3材料的可调磁性、铁磁半金属性和
自旋交叉, 为各种功能设备的设计提供了广阔的空间.
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